Working with Chords in Anvil Studio

An easy way to insert chords with their labels is to click the Chord tab (1) as shown in the picture below. Then press **Find Chord** (2), click the desired chord name (3), see it displayed on the keyboard or guitar frets (4), press **Play** (5) to hear it, press **Insert** to insert the notes of the chord at the current insertion point (6 and 7).

The Chord tab has many other tools for adding chords to your song.
To see all of the chords that include one or more specific notes, click the Chord tab, press Find Chord, and then click one or two notes on the guitar fretboard or piano keyboard and all of the chords that include those notes will remain highlighted. This can be useful when composing chord transitions.

To automatically harmonize a melody, press Harmonize, then play melody notes. If you don’t like the chord that is automatically generated, press Another.

Select the menu Track / Add Chord Labels to make it look like this.